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Aviation Fixed Wing
The McKay part number CFWL is a 
cable assembly compatible with our 
range of industrial and aviation 
headsets. This is for use with fixed 
wing aircraft systems. It consists of a 
curly cable, which offers much more 
movement to the user, with a Mono 
speaker connector and Stereo 
microphone connector.

The PTT Push-To-Talk assemblies cann
be used as an auxiliary PTT for hangg
glider pilots, motor cycle riders oor 
covert operations. This is availablee 
with 2.5mm MONO and 3.5mmm 
MONO connectors.

The HL Connexion series are aT  
connector cable which consists of thec e 
appropriate radio connector a curlya y 
cord section and TA5 connector. It isc s 
available for all popular two waya y 
radios and compatible with ourr r 
range of noise attenuating headsetsra s 
with ear cup mounted PTT switchesw s 
and helmet communication kits 
when they are used with a VOX X 
compatible portable. 

The McKay part number FWL is a 
cable assembly compatible with our 
range of industrial and aviation 
headsets. This is for use with fixed 
wing aircraft systems. It consists of a 
straight cable with a Mono speaker 
connector and Stereo microphone 
connector.

The McKay part number CHL is a 
cable assembly compatible with our 
range of industrial and aviation 
headsets. This is for use with fixed 
wing aircraft systems. It consists of a 
curly cable, which offers much more 
movement to the user, with NATO 
four pole style of connector. This is 
sometimes used in some radio 
applications.

The model MPTT has been designed 
with the commercial user in mind. It 
is utilised in our models, 5LWBH, 
5LWHS, 6HNHS, 1SM & 2TM. It is 
also available as a replacement unit. 
It is available for all popular two way 
radios and compatible with our 
range of noise attenuating headsets 
and helmet communication kits.

The model MWPTT Guardian is a 
modular version of our popular 
industrial PTT switch. It consists of an 
appropriate radio connector and has 
a TB5 socket fitted to allow the 
connection of a range of different 
accessories to be used. All features 
are similar to that of the WPTT, but is 
for use with some of our specialty 
products.

The McKay part number HL is a 
cable assembly compatible with our 
range of industrial and aviation 
headsets. This is for use with rotary 
wing aircraft systems. It consists of a 
straight cable with NATO four pole 
style of connector. This is sometimes 
used in some radio applications.
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